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Abstract: In this paper, a study is performed in order to achieve a process that successfully respects
the colour integrity of photogrammetry models of cultural heritage pieces. As a crucial characteristic
of cultural heritage documentation, the colour of the pieces—as a valuable source of information—
needs to be properly handled and preserved, since digital tools may induce variations in its values,
or lose them to a degree. Different conditions for image acquisition schemes, RGB value calculation,
calibration and photogrammetry have been combined and the results measured, so the adequate pro-
cedure is found. Control over all colour transformations is enforced, with blending operations during
the texture generation process being the only unpredictable step in the pipeline. It is demonstrated
that an excellent degree of colour information preservation can be achieved when applying said
control on the factors of acquisition and colour digitalization, inclusive deciding their parameters.
This paper aims to serve as guidelines of a correct handling of colour information and workflow so
cultural heritage documentation can be performed with the highest degree of colour fidelity, covering
the gap of non-existing standard procedure or conditions to perform an optimum digital cultural
heritage colour modelling.
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1. Introduction

Cultural heritage and technology have had a common history in recent decades [1].
The digital horizons of today aim to cover on a horizontal scope any field of human
knowledge. Cultural heritage, understood as the material and immaterial inheritance from
the past, has also been included amongst these.

An important part of material cultural heritage consists of significant three-dimensional
objects that can vary in size, physical aspect, usage, or connotations. Cultural heritage
conservation is a field in science that aims to document and preserve these objects for the
present and future. Digital tools and methods for documentation and conservation have
been widely proposed in recent years [2], most of them adapted to the particular cultural
heritage objects the proposals aim to work with, guaranteeing their safety and integrity [3].

Part of the documentation process of material objects consists of elaborating 3D
models that accurately represent their current physical aspect. It can also be used for
slightly different purposes, such as virtual restoration and reconstruction for pieces that
can not be correctly restored in real life [4]. In all cases, during the digitization process,
the visual aspect of the objects should be respected and produced in its integrity. This
includes textures, patterns, relief, and colour. Colour is especially important, since, in
tangible cultural heritage, it can be a crucial element associated to the object [5].
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Concretely, photogrammetry is a widely used technique to acquire both the shape and
surface colour of material cultural heritage, using a set of photographs of the object under
analysis [6]. Photographic cameras can either return fully compressed or uncompressed,
presentation-ready RGB images in any of the corresponding formats (such as JPEG or
TIFF), or they can return raw data. These encode just how intensely each cell of the
photoreceptor is stimulated by the arriving light [7]. These raw data are the first camera-
internal information that can be retrieved, and the presentation-ready images are calculated
using these, after undergoing additional processes like white balancing, colour correction,
compression, etc.

Photogrammetry needs RGB images to construct a coloured 3D model. However,
any presentation-ready RGB image generated directly on the camera or a conventional
raw development software (e.g., Adobe Lightroom, CaptureOne) has already undergone a
compression process whose parameters are unknown to a degree. This means that, when
wanting to represent the true colour present in an item such as a cultural heritage piece,
where its preservation is fundamental, this path of RGB image generation is non optimal:
the internal coding process in the camera or development software might have modified
some of the colour information perceived by the optic block. It is desirable, therefore, to
keep control of which processes alter the raw data, in order to assure fidelity to the highest
possible degree.

Nevertheless, in spite of the importance of preserving the integrity of visual character-
istics in digital cultural heritage modelling, there exist no standard or preferred procedure
to achieve it on a holistic level. As such, the work in this paper aims, therefore, to serve
as guidelines to perform a digital cultural heritage 3D modelling process of minimal qual-
ity loss, and incorporates an adaptive type of colour calibration employed in previous
works [8] that ensures state-of-the-art accuracy in homogenizing colour between pictures.
The given guidelines are easy to follow and implement, do not require overly special-
ized gear or expensive purchases, and are designed so any cultural heritage preservation
laboratory can follow them with basic installations and procedures.

The method presented aims, therefore, to produce RGB images perfectly usable for
photogrammetry which, however, are generated from the raw data with full control and
transparency regarding the colour transformations applied. The presented algorithm has
been specifically designed to imitate the effect of image compression as seen in known
theory [7] but minimizing information loss in order to approximate the final result to the
real colours in the pieces, whilst all data manipulations are transparent to the user.

The paper is structured as follows: first, an introduction to digital colorimetry and state
of the art is outlined so the context of work can be deduced. Then, the proposed method
is presented, and a varied set of experimental subjects is described. After performing the
process, relevant quality metrics are extracted and conclusions drawn.

The data acquisition has been performed in concordance with COSCH’s indications
on how to treat digitalization of cultural heritage [9].

2. Related Work
2.1. Colour Perception in Cameras

Similarly to the human eye, colour information captured by different cameras varies,
incurring in slight differences of the perceived colours [10]. Therefore, it adds its internal
uncertainty to the already existing external factors that alter the perceived colour—such
as scene and illumination. In these cases, calibration is sought in order to neutralize and
homogenize colour information [11,12].

The structural composition of cameras does affect how colour is perceived, and mis-
capturing the scene due to odd sensor responses is a possibility that may occur. Camera
sensors do not have lineal responses in spectrum, so some wavelengths might not be
represented in all their intensity—leading to colour faking [13].

The optic block can present chromaticity aberrations that distorts the radiation occur-
ring over every pixel in the sensor [14]. It has been proved that this phenomenon occurs
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due to the chemical and material composition of the sensors and optic blocks that compose
the cameras [15].

The retrieval of colour information within a camera happens from the very start of
the light capturing process. The aforementioned light intensity-perceiving sensors in the
camera return internal values depending on their saturation, and the colour Filter Arrays
(CFA)—like Bayer Filters—are used to differentiate RGB stimuli [16].

From that point on, depending on the image standard followed by the camera’s
internal programming, additional operations like white balancing or gamma may be
applied to modify the RGB values accordingly to the expected outcome [7]. Therefore, any
user can extract either uncompressed, non-treated raw data, raw-to-RGB transformed data,
or ending compressed image data from a professional camera.

2.2. Colour in Material Cultural Heritage

Any piece categorized as material cultural heritage undeniably implies the existence
of a heavy visual component as source of information, therefore relatable to multimedia
technology.

Colour and colorimetry information is being regarded as significant when inspecting
pieces exposed in museums. The nature of this type of information in this context has
the advantage that it can be captured by any third party with a camera, therefore being a
non-invasive method of data acquisition [17].

Initiatives such as Colour and Space in Cultural Heritage (COSCH) [9] perform at-
tempts to guide the correct handling of material heritage pieces for their digital analysis,
and yet directly by its name the colorimetric factor is regarded as crucial—including
calibration and reconstruction.

The field of heritage preservation science has been favoured by the progressive global
society digitalization, combined with a considerable interest in the transversal possibilities
of multimedia [3].

In a more specialised fashion, other initiatives, such as [18], concentrate in more
particular aspects of colorimetry related to cultural heritage. As such, they highlight the im-
portance of acquisition and digital treatment concerning cultural heritage representations,
e.g., scanning, photography, or calibration.

2.3. Cultural Heritage 3D Models

The 3D models of material cultural heritage pieces are a solid way of documenting
relevant visual information. It is considered that 3D models of material cultural heritage
comprise an added value experience perceived by the public, aside from their documented
worth [19].

Additional proposals, see it possible to take advantage of cultural heritage 3D models
for restoration purposes [4]. Manipulating a damaged heritage piece can become an
irreversible process, so this kind of models are useful to try and reproduce their hypothetical
original visual information. In [4], employing external pigment data, they apply them over
the model to reconstruct the likely colour that has been washed by time in objects.

Photogrammetry is a widely used method to capture both the 3D shape and the surface
colours of a piece at a given point in time [1] (see Figure 1 for illustration).

However, especially when the heritage pieces bear a considerable age or exposure to
the elements, their current colour information is likely to be different than the original—
when the piece was created. Works as [20] highlight the difficulty of preserving the original
colours intact, especially after a prolonged exposition towards damaging elements.

However, in spite of the publicly admitted usefulness of virtual 3D representations
of cultural heritage pieces [1], and the crucial factor of colour, there exist no general
guidelines on how to properly manage it, with the target of models reproducing the
external appearance of the real object as closely as possible. There are similar guidelines for
colour scanning in small regions of materials, but not on a global level [21].
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Figure 1. Conceptual view of a textured 3D model of a Cultural Heritage piece, consisting of a
triangular 3D mesh with a colour texture mapped to its surface.

Thus, this paper aims to contribute to the benefits of 3D modelling cultural heritage
pieces by means of demonstrating how to generate surface colours as truthful as possible.
In order to achieve its aims, it takes into account the issues of subjectivity of colour perception.

3. Materials and Methods

Figure 2 illustrates the process from image acquisition over image data manipulations
to the photogrammetric reconstruction. The algorithm presented in this work consists of
three fundamental steps:

1. Debayering: recover RGB data from the raw file.
2. Calibration: surpass perceived chromatic differences.
3. Photogrammetry: build the Cultural Heritage model starting from a calibrated batch

of images.

Figure 2. Process workflow of the presented algorithm. The yellow frame shows the stages where
RGB data are controlled.

3.1. Debayering

Any digital camera can retrieve the acquired scene in form of digital RGB data, but only
as a the result of a mathematically delicate process that transforms the light occurring in
the objective into presentation-ready digits—precisely the same process that can imply
the compression and information loss this work intends to avoid. Therefore, the manual
handling of data is performed.

The most immediate data that can be recovered from any camera are the direct digital-
ization of the captured light, also known as raw data. Usually, they would be automatically
transformed and processed into RGB, in a sub-process known as debayering. Then, these in-
termediate RGB data (known as camera RGB) would be compressed and further processed
until the final results [7].

The aim of this step is to directly transform the original raw image data to RGB by
imitating the functioning of the camera’s internal optoelectronic block, according to the
colour filter array (CFA) of the camera, while avoiding any other further operation that
could jeopardise the captured colour’s integrity.
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Whilst it is true that each single camera perceives colour in a different way, there does
not exist any single commonly accepted solution for this step.

Some solutions do provoke a reduction in the size of the resulting RGB image, since
they discard the raw pixels where no information of any of the tiles of the CFA or Bayer filter
exists. Considering that the target of this work is avoiding an excessive loss of information,
a debayering strategy that avoids the pixel loss or modification of the original data are
also ideally sought. This can be achieved by respecting the original size of the image,
in spite that some of the resulting pixels will be results of a 2D interpolation. On the other
hand, if a reduced image where only the pixels that correspond to the sensing tiles of the
Bayer filter can be achieved, the forging of information not existing in the first place can be
avoided, too.

Therefore, having these possibilities for retrieving RGB images that either (1) do not
lose spatial information, or (2) do not fabricate new information, it is a priori not known
which one will bear more fidelity. Thus, three possible procedures have been considered
for this work, listed below. It has to be considered that there exist more procedures than
the listed ones, such as Nearest Neighbours or Splines.

The chosen debayering approaches have been considered due to their default easiness
to implement, their theoretical quality, and the fact that they milden the effect of fabricating
“new” information in the interpolated pixels: bilinear interpolation assures an average
between neighbours instead of their repetition or the introduction of non-linearities.

The latter two are implemented considering that the CFA is a Bayer filter that interca-
lates colour-sensing tiles with non-valid tiles (with no filter action):

1. Direct debayering: Direct debayering of the raw image data of the NEF format based
on standard procedure following the Python RawPy library [22]. Its concrete algorithm
is “Adaptive homogeneity-directed demosaicing algorithm” (“AHD”). It features the
advantage of estimating the colour by minimizing artifacts and errors; however, its
conception based in filter banks makes the process non-linear, and additionally loses
a small stripe of pixels due to convolution operations [23].

2. Bilinear interpolation: respecting the original pixel size of the raw image, the non-
valid pixels are substituted by a bilinear interpolation of the Bayer tiles pixels. It has
the advantages of linearity—and therefore reversability—and the fact that the full size
of the image is saved. The disadvantage may be a bigger risk of the production of
colour artifacts due to its simple conception.

3. Discard: all non-valid pixels are discarded, and the resulting image is one quarter of
the size of the original raw file. Its obvious advantage is that no new information is
fabricated, therefore all saved pictures bear true information. The disadvantage is ef-
fectively, the loss of information, while it may ease calculations due to its reduced size.

The resulting RGB images are represented in a certain space commonly known as the
camera RGB—a RGB space whose gamut is imposed by non-standard primaries internally
defined by the physical peculiarities of the components of the optic block of the camera,
as seen in Figure 3, left. The concept of camera RGB is therefore unique for each possible
acquisition device. However, it is desirable to fix the camera RGB to any standardized
digital RGB space. In order to achieve this and make the images ready for photogrammetry,
the following steps are performed.
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Figure 3. Representation of the CIE xy values corresponding to the pixels of one of the images under
analysis. The blue triangle corresponds to sRGB gamut, and the red triangle to the gamut of wide
RGB. (Left) Presentation-ready picture in sRGB rendered with the camera’s default colour profile;
(Center) points in black show the distributions of the camera RGB data associated to the picture;
(Right) the same data after being converted to sRGB. It is to note that after conversion, the colour
values stay within the limits of the chosen standardized gamut.

3.2. Colour Calibration

Photogrammetric 3D models are created from a set of images depicting the object
under analysis from different viewpoints. Ideally, all of them should be acquired using
the same camera parameters, and under the same lighting conditions—varying spectral
characteristics of lighting has an impact on the colours recorded [20]. But even identical
imaging conditions cannot guarantee existing identical colorimetry in different images:
perceived maximum and minimum levels of white and black, as well as automatic camera
white balancing parameters can be different for each instance. Furthermore, when acquiring
pictures from different angles, the perceived lighting might change due to non-uniform
illumination, light artifacts, random noise in the sensor, etc.

The calibration step aims to bring homogeneity to the perceived colour appearance
among all the pictures of a single batch. It also may serve as a way to represent the probable
true colour of the piece in the photogrammetry model since it eliminates the colour bias
of non-neutral illumination temperatures. Additionally, within this step other visual
procedures destined to visual enhancement that are performed between the debayering
and the image compression in cameras, such as white balancing and colour correction, are
indirectly completed.

Before proceeding to calibration, the data need to be transformed from the camera
RGB to any kind of standardized digital RGB spaces. This is due to two reasons:

• A digital RGB space is defined by its R, G, and B primaries, which are specified in
its documentation. These serve effectively as limits to the gamut. When defining the
limits of the space, all its domain can be calibrated without the need to extrapolate
colour values. This is important to know, considering that a colour calibration consists
fundamentally in algebraic displacements, resizing and interpolations in the opera-
tional colour space with a reference to reach. This references—a set of colours sparse
in space—can be achieved. Camera RGB values calculated from raw data lack these
standardized primaries, so operating with them is tedious for disjoint sources.

• Camera RGB values are direct translations from the perceived light stimuli, which do
not always have to correspond to the concrete colours defined within the CIE plane
and solid. Transformation into a standardized digital RGB does not only ensure that
all colours depicted can be accepted by presentation devices, but also ensures the
correct perception of visual information, which is ultimately a mandatory condition
when dealing with content sensed by human eyes.

Obtaining images in any digital RGB space from this point is simple. The EXIF
metadata of the raw images contain the matrix that allows us to transform the camera RGB
the are coded with to the master colour space XYZ. Once this is obtained, different digital
RGB spaces can be obtained knowing the operation in beforehand. Usually, it requires a
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matrix multiplication and a gamma compression, whose parameters vary depending on
the sought space.

Equations (1) and (2) explain how to relate the XYZ space with any kind of RGB
space, standardized or not. Xw, Yw and Zw define the reference white point (usually a CIE-
standardized illuminant) to be used in the transformation. The parameters Sr, Sg, Sb, Xr, Zr,
Xg, Zg, Xb and Zb are calculated with (3) and (4), using the xy coordinates for each primary
of the RGB space in usage xr, yr, xg, yg, xb and yb. Yr, Yg, and Yb are equal to 1. However,
the matrix is usually known as it can be checked in the standards for each RGB space, or can
extracted from the camera EXIF metadata too.R

G

B

 =

SrXr SgXg SbXb

SrYr SgYg SbYb

SrZr SgZg SbZb


−1X

Y

Z

 (1)

Sr

Sg

Sb

 =

Xr Xg Xb

Yr Yg Yb

Zr Zg Zb


−1Xw

Yw

Zw

 (2)

Xpoint = xpoint/ypoint (3)

Zpoint = (1− xpoint − ypoint)/ypoint (4)

After transforming XYZ to RGB, a gamma compression (Equation (5)) has to be applied.
Its parameters depend on the space, but it always consists of a piecewise-built function that
is composed of a scalar multiplication by a factor α for dark values (lower than threshold
β) and an exponential function otherwise. The end product stays in the range [0,1], and is
multiplied by the dynamic range of the final digital RGB space, 2n, n being the bit depth.

γ(q) = α ∗ q; ∀q = RGB ≤ β (5)

γ(q) = q
1
γ ; ∀q = RGB > β (6)

Next, after having translated the camera values to any standardized digital RGB
space, the calibration can be performed. In previous articles, as in [8], an adaptive spatial
calibration framework specifically designed for cultural heritage conservation has been
presented, surpassing in its quality metrics state-of-art related works. Therefore, its usage
is applied for this context, too.

The calibration process has been performed employing an X-Rite ColorChecker Classic
(or MacBeth) chart, since it is arguably the most widely employed as a commercial solution;
and probably will be the easiest to obtain for any cultural heritage conservation-related
working team. The colour chart references are known in beforehand since they also are
standardized. Every colour value will have a corresponding counterpart rearranged in
the calibrated RGB space. Algebraically speaking, the colours will be connected in three
dimensions corresponding to the three image colour channels.

3.3. Photogrammetry

The calibrated images are used as inputs for photogrammetric reconstruction. For this
work, the open source photogrammetry framework implemented in AliceVision Mesh-
room [24] has been used, which supports all necessary steps from extracting and matching
feature points in the input images, over point cloud reconstruction and meshing, until
texturing.

In the context of this work, only the last stage of the pipeline, i.e., the creation of colour
textures, is relevant. In order to retrieve the texture of a certain triangle, the input images
in which the triangle is visible are determined as candidate texture sources. The sources
are then blended together following a heuristic: more images are blended together in
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low frequencies than in high frequencies [25], leading to consistent global colours while
preserving fine details [24]. Hereby, images in which the reprojected triangle covers
the largest area are prioritized [24]. The resulting texture patches associated with each
triangle are then arranged in texture maps, following an optimization by Levy et al. [26].
An example of a textured 3D model and the corresponding texture map is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Example of texture map: areas of the texture map (left) are referenced from the triangles of
the 3D model (right).

It is evident that the calibrated colour values undergo a series of averaging and
interpolation operations before the final texture is arrived at.

3.4. Evaluation

All the steps until the photogrammetry process, which is performed by an external
program, involve algorithms in which the handling of information is under control. Dur-
ing texture generation, however, colour information from multiple input images is merged
in a non-trivial way that depends on the quality and arrangement of input images (see
Section 3.3). It is therefore imperative to assess, after the model is generated, in which way
colour information is modified by it, and if it implies a serious deviation from the calibrated
pictures—which bear the unbiased colour information.

For this purpose, a reliable colour distance metric needs to be used. The ∆E CIEDE2000
difference, or ∆E00, defines a distance metric similar to the norm in the CIELAB space,
considering differences related to the physical lightness L, hue H, and chroma C [27].
Equation (7) reflects its nature:

∆E00 =

√( ∆L′

kLSL

)2
+
( ∆C′

kCSC

)2
+
( ∆H′

kHSH

)2
+ RT

( ∆C′

kCSC

)( ∆H′

kHSH

)
(7)

The distance needs to be measured in regions where the surface colour is known.
The most favourable candidates are the colour patches of the ColorChecker chart, which
are included in the final model and easy to locate (see Figure 4). For each colour patch,
the average CIEDE2000 difference is calculated, aside the correlation between the values
of the input images and texture maps via the Pearson coefficient, which is used for image
validation. Since the colour value distribution in a patch is also valuable information on
texture preservation, a correlation coefficient is a valid way to assess how much this is
respected in the texture maps after the photogrammetry.

4. Experiments

The experimental setup is bound to test the colour preservation for different combina-
tions of digital RGB colour spaces, setups, and acquisition conditions.
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The variation in the colour space is of crucial importance, since their gamuts are of
different sizes. Depending on which digital RGB is chosen to code the final images with, it
will mean effectively that the possibility of depicting certain hues will exist or not. If the
goal is to preserve colour fidelity in the highest degree, it would be desired to employ the
digital RGB space with the biggest gamut possible. It is important to mention that, even
in this case, the values from the camera RGB calculated from the raw data that fall out
of the CIE plane will be lost either way, as they will be saturated to their closest existing
equivalent on the borders of the gamut.

Therefore, experiments employing spaces of common usage in technology (sRGB [28]
and Adobe RGB [29]) have been performed, and additionally Wide Gamut RGB or wide
RGB [30] is been considered. The latter is designed for a wider coverage of the CIE plane
(Figure 5).

Figure 5. Gamut coverage of the CIE xy plane of the digital RGB spaces considered in this work.

Table 1 depicts the parameters of the three spaces in the experimental setup, defined
by their primaries and their white points.

Table 1. Table depicting the primary xy coordinates for different RGB digitalisations.

List of Primary Chromaticity Coordinates for Different RGB Digitalisations

Space R Primary G Primary B Primary Reference White
x y x y x y x y

sRGB 0.64 0.33 0.3 0.6 0.15 0.06 0.3127 0.329
Adobe RGB 0.64 0.33 0.21 0.71 0.15 0.06 0.314 0.351
Wide RGB 0.73 0.27 0.12 0.83 0.15 0.02 0.3457 0.3585

The colorimetric calibration approaches are evaluated for several acquisition setups,
which are summarized in Table 2. Three of them (“Sun”, “Fluor”, “LED”) are experimental
setups shot in laboratory with different illuminants; setup “Mixed” is a production setup
for an archaeological documentation project, in the facilities of a museum. All images are
acquired with a Nikon D4 DSLR camera, with a full frame sensor and an image size of
4940 × 3292 pixels. Following the metadata, its CFA consists of a [Red,Green][Green,Blue]
2 × 2 Bayer filter.

In the lab setups, the chart is placed on a fixed pedestal. Images are taken with a AF
Micro-Nikkor 60 mm lens, from a tripod at a fixed elevation angle. Between shots, the tripod
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with the camera is moved around the object manually, resulting in 35 to 49 images per
object. Three lighting situations are examined:

• Indirect sunlight—“Sun” set: Imaging took place on a sunny afternoon (10 August
2022, between 14:48 and 14:58), with two large windows facing south-west opened.
The sunlight did not directly fall on the imaged objects.

• Fluorescent room light—“Fluor” set: The aforementioned windows were closed and
covered with black cloth; light was provided by an array of conventional fluorescent
lights installed on the ceiling.

• White LEDs—“LED” set: Two Lightpanels MicroPro were mounted on tripods on
opposite sides of the object, in an elevation angle of approximately 45◦.

The production setup (or “Mixed” set) was part of a documentation routine for Etr-
uscan bronze mirrors1. The archaeological objects are placed on a turntable which is rotated
manually, with 25 stops per full rotation (a rotation of ca. 14.4◦ between successive posi-
tions); for oblique rotation angles where it was not possible to keep the whole object in
focus, multiple images with different focal planes were acquired. As the mirrors had to
be fixed with a block of Ethafoam, capturing the whole surface requires to perform two
imaging round with the mirror turned upside down in between and then merge the results.
However, for the sake of these experiments, we use only one set of images per mirror
(see right of Figure 4 for an example. The table, turntable, and backdrop are covered with
gray photographic paper to obtain a uniform background. The images are acquired with a
Tamron 28–300 mm f/3.5–6.3 lens set to 100 mm focal length, from a fixed tripod. For lighting,
two halogen lamps with softboxes are placed on both sides of the camera, symmetrically to
the camera’s optical axis. Additionally, an ambient room illumination (fluorescent lamps)
is present. The ColorChecker chart is placed on the turntable next to the object, as a basis
for colorimetric calibration and validation. The different acquisition setups and examples
of the resulting images are shown in Figure 6.

Thus, the experimental setup will consist in building textured 3D models in unique
combinations of three different debayering techniques (Direct, Bilinear, and Discard), three
colour RGB spaces (sRGB, Adobe RGB, and wide RGB), and four acquisition settings (Mixed,
Sun, LED, and Fluor)—in total 36 configurations.

(a) lab, Sun (b) lab, Fluor (c) lab, LED (d) museum, Mixed
Figure 6. Photogrammetric image acquisition setups. (Top row) environment and lighting. (Bottom
row) examples of acquired images (rendered with the camera’s default colour profile).
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Table 2. Experimental photogrammetry setups—overview.

Setup ID Sun Fluor LED Mixed

Environment laboratory museum

Lighting indirect
sunlight

fluorescent
room light white LED

2x halogen
softboxes

+fluorescent
room light

Acquisition
mode moving camera turntable

Lens Nikkor Tamron
Aperture f/10 f/16

ISO 500 640 640 1000
Exposure 1/40 1/30 1/10 1/60 s

5. Results
5.1. Visual Inspection

At a first glimpse, it can be thoroughly seen that the calibration procedure removes
colorimetric bias in the acquisition conditions and highlights darker details in the repre-
sentation of the objects under analysis. Test set Mixed has been taken under an illuminant
with a yellowing colour temperature, and this bias towards the yellow-orange part of
the CIE plane is compensated in the resulting images (Figure 7), where the colour value
concentration lies on the centre of the space—where neutral hues leaning towards the
gray zone exist in abundance (visible effects of the calibration in Figure 8). Additionally,
the stretching towards the white point enables a sparser value concentration in the lower
range of colours, so further details in darker areas (such as in the metallic surface of the
object) can be appreciated.

This phenomenon of “drifting” to the neutral part of the RGB cube is seen in all other
sets. This can also be observed in other items of the scene, that are purposely not modelled
by the photogrammetry. The recolouring after the calibration gives them a non-natural
appearance to human eyes due to the neutralization. It is worthy of mention that the
recolouring strongly depends on the selection of hues in the colour chart. The employed
ColorChecker Classic chart features a hue selection that is irregular in the RGB cube;
therefore, under natural light acquisition, its corresponding values in space are differently
and irregularly displaced by the effects of the illumination. Since the calibration function
bases itself in multidimensional interpolation, different regions of space that are unevenly
displaced will be unequally corrected in the calibrated gamut, explaining the odd colour
appearance that may appear sometimes. Nevertheless, photogrammetric models featuring
a compact colour selection, such as the bronze mirror in the Mixed set, are unaffected by
this phenomenon of odd colour drifting—therefore, this neutralization of illumination is
satisfyingly achieved (corresponding to the conclusions of [8]).

Figure 7. From left to right: calibrated sample image of the Mixed set after being transformed into
sRGB, Adobe RGB, and wide RGB. It is clearly seen that the wide RGB enables the best neutralization
of colour bias in the images.
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Figure 8. (Left column) Sample images of test set Mixed and Fluor; (Right column) same images after
undergoing the process after Direct debayering in wide RGB, ready for photogrammetry.

It is certainly of interest noticing how the RGB value saturation acts when transforming
from the camera RGB to one of the different standardized RGBs with a variable gamut
(Figure 9). In the Fluor set, the images calibrated in sRGB—the space with the smallest
gamut—feature a different colour for the table in the scene than when calibrated in Adobe
or in wide RGB. In these cases, the colour assigned to it is more similar to the humanly
perceived one in the uncalibrated images or the version rendered by the camera automati-
cally. This already hints on the importance of employing the widest possible gamut for this
application, especially when colours in the edge of the gamut are important.

Figure 9. From left to right: calibrated sample image of the Fluor set after being transformed into
sRGB, Adobe RGB, and wide RGB. It is to be noticed how a bigger gamut (as in wide RGB) permits
the presence of a wider variety of hues in the image, while the saturation of values in the other two
spaces provokes miscolouring due to saturation.

A similar phenomenon can be seen in the Sun and LED sets. Here, wide RGB
achieves a neutralization similar to the previous ones, with a general air of neutral colour—
nevertheless, it catches the attention that the table is calibrated as soft blue/gray, and not
as yellow as in the Fluor set, in spite of the colours in the chart being well maintained.
Arguably, the source illuminant in the scene clearly is an important factor when correcting
(as seen in Figure 6c, where under LED illumination the table appears ambiguously under
a gray appearance—which explains why after its calibration it is coloured as gray). Ad-
ditionally, in the Sun set the drifting on the table is less exaggerated than in the Fluor set,
but can be recognized that the “green” tinct on the table in sRGB drifts towards a softer
blue/gray when comparing it with Adobe, and more with wide RGB. In the LED and Mixed
sets the effect is milder.
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Another phenomenon occurring is a rupture of the natural colour texture in the image
by assigning a value subrange to radically different calibrated values, which visually
contrasts with their vicinities. This phenomenon was already observed in [8,31], but it was
not frequent and overcome by the benefits of multidimensionality. It has to be considered
though that in the previous study the calibration was applied over already compressed
images (which are usually smoothed). In this study, the factor of parting from raw data
seemingly plays a bigger role in how the calibration acts and visually notes its effects.

Generally, the pictures calibrated in the wide RGB space show less consequences of
this effect, or no consequence at all, as in the Mixed and Fluor sets. This is also linked to
the fact that the wide RGB pictures look the most colour neutral of all the scenes. Only
in the LED and Sun sets there exists a slight false colouring in the white regions for this
space, as in the white patch (Figure 10). It also corresponds to the sets with the most neutral
illuminant temperature; and incidentally, as seen in [8], in this sort of illumination where
it is white and of high luminosity the calibration function is unable to strongly displace
and correct saturated colours—since there is barely no possible spatial colour shift in these
cases. This, therefore, conforms a calibration function that performs shorter hue shifts
concentrated in the saturated, bright colours, thus failing to adequately cover the rest of
the gamut. This provokes artifacts as the ones seen in the background of Figure 11.

Figure 10. From left to right: calibrated sample image of the LED set after being transformed into
sRGB, Adobe RGB, and wide RGB. Due to the illuminant source, the table is corrected as gray whilst
the colours of high saturation—as the chart—are preserved.

Figure 11. From left to right: calibrated sample image of the Sun set after being transformed into
sRGB, Adobe RGB, and wide RGB. The multidimensional calibration function based on the saturated
colours in the original picture provokes artifacts, pixelings, and miscolouring of the hues in subspaces
distant to the chart values, as in the background of the image.

In correlation with the previously observed general colour drift correction, the sRGB
space is generally the one that bears the most exaggerated miscolouring in all cases, fol-
lowed by Adobe (seen in the transition in Figure 11). The gamut size is another factor to
take into account, since it implies the existence of bigger domains of similar hues. Due to
the different perception of lowly saturated colours in the scene depending on the illuminant,
it has to be ensured that the colour content corrected and passed to the photogrammetry
step needs to remain within the RGB subspace bordered by the values of the colour chart.
Proceeding this way, possible shifts in space are covered in the domain of the function and
unexpected mispixelings and extrapolations will not happen.

The debayering strategies do not bear different effects over the colour perception
more than the other factors. It has to be seen if the quality metrics reflect any difference
depending on them.
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After applying the pictures in the corresponding photogrammetry processes, the same
colorimetric phenomena mentioned in the previous paragraphs can be observed. This
offers assurance that, regardless of the unknown details of the operations made by the pho-
togrammetry program, the visual characteristics are considerably preserved. Nevertheless,
some areas feature visual defects, caused by errors in 3D reconstruction due to a lack of
distinctive feature points and consequently erroneous texture map generation, in which
colour uniformity is ruptured (Figure 12). However, these happen in areas of the model
that result in not being covered in abundance of detail—therefore, it should be considered
as a minor inconvenience for the concrete heritage piece to model, which is likely to be
properly represented in all pictures employed to generate the textures. In this case, errors
induced by stitching are likely to be less pronounced.

Figure 12. (Left) example of model acquired with photogrammetry, of the Mixed scenario; (Right)
detail of the same model where visual uniformity-rupturing defects can be seen scattered around the
areas with less detailed coverage under acquisition, such as the colour chart.

Concerning the texture images resulting after the photogrammetry, it is worthwhile to
notice that, while the colours overall remain with an expected look, the hues corresponding
to the colour patches of the chart undergo a smoothing with respect to the original—aside
of the aforementioned defects, caused by 3D reconstructions being noisy in monochrome
surfaces—based on their surroundings. This effect probably originates from blending
operations during texture building (Section 3.3). This already hints on an irreversible
process that affects the colour integrity of the original source. The metrics taken between
the texture image and the source are analyzed in the next section, so the effects of the
blending can be assessed.

5.2. Quality Metric Analysis

For each of the experimental subjects, the CIEDE2000 difference is calculated between
a reference image of the calibrated set and the resulting photogrammetry texture image. It
has been calculated considering both the D50 and D65 CIE illuminant of reference. They are
both the most usual to calculate CIELAB formulae with and the most usual for depicting a
mathematical reference white, respectively. Considering the colorimetric uncertainty of
the light of acquisition, it is worthy to assess what differences can exist when considering
either one. As a correlational measure, the Pearson coefficient between the patches is also
calculated. The concrete numerical results, which are commented upon in the following
paragraphs, can be analyzed in the tables found in the Supplementary Material. Averages
and standard deviations of the Supplementary Materials can be checked as a sum-up of the
analysis in Tables 3 and 4.
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Table 3. Table showing the average CIEDE2000 differences for all patches of the colour chart between
the reference image and the photogrammetry image. The results are calculated for two illuminants,
D65 and D50, for every debayering technique. The most compelling results are marked bold.

Discard Discard Interp. Interp. Direct Direct

Metric ∆E-D50 ∆E-D65 ∆E-D50 ∆E-D65 ∆E-D50 ∆E-D65

Mixed-Adobe 12.422 12.728 12.157 12.366 12.279 12.483

Mixed-sRGB 12.743 13.034 12.962 13.276 14.284 14.514

Mixed-Wide 11.313 11.296 11.237 11.247 11.033 11.049

Fluor-Adobe 4.207 4.648 4.215 4.640 4.610 4.861

Fluor-sRGB 5.242 5.493 5.344 5.562 8.420 8.441

Fluor-Wide 4.584 4.765 4.524 4.671 4.332 4.380

LED-Adobe 6.175 6.154 5.974 6.001 6.440 6.512

LED-sRGB 6.352 6.274 6.220 6.120 6.314 6.220

LED-Wide 5.723 5.518 5.480 5.331 5.982 5.822

Sun-Adobe 8.592 8.820 8.968 9.279 10.574 10.980

Sun-sRGB 8.640 9.051 9.538 9.845 13.525 13.640

Sun-Wide 8.109 8.230 8.127 8.411 8.849 8.961

Table 4. Table showing the standard deviations for the CIEDE2000 differences for all patches of the
colour chart between the reference image and the photogrammetry image. The results are calculated
for two illuminants, D65 and D50, for every debayering technique. The most compelling results are
marked bold.

Discard Discard Interp. Interp. Direct Direct

Metric ∆E-D50 ∆E-D65 ∆E-D50 ∆E-D65 ∆E-D50 ∆E-D65

Mixed-Adobe 5.831 5.914 5.816 5.864 4.248 4.272

Mixed-sRGB 4.990 5.623 4.906 5.664 4.811 5.381

Mixed-Wide 4.381 4.291 4.229 4.146 4.086 4.022

Fluor-Adobe 2.246 2.956 2.457 3.285 2.840 3.139

Fluor-sRGB 2.452 2.686 3.127 3.380 12.043 11.061

Fluor-Wide 2.597 2.591 2.900 2.928 3.034 2.668

LED-Adobe 2.825 2.80 3.169 3.288 2.692 3.014

LED-sRGB 3.182 3.032 3.320 2.960 2.734 2.604

LED-Wide 2.226 1.795 2.265 1.978 2.255 2.006

Sun-Adobe 4.338 4.582 4.286 4.341 6.745 7.635

Sun-sRGB 4.218 4.271 4.263 4.421 12.462 11.751

Sun-Wide 4.987 4.882 4.858 4.905 5.054 4.802

Accordingly to the fact that wide RGB is the space that has the bigger gamut—therefore,
including a bigger variety of values—it is certainly observed that the CIEDE2000 mea-
surements for all wide RGB models bear the most stability. In some patches, exaggerated
difference outliers (up to ∆E = 63 in some case) can be sporadically found—nevertheless,
in wide RGB they are the most infrequent to happen. When inspecting the Pearson calcula-
tions, non-correlations are also less found in this space. sRGB models bear the least quality
of all, with a greater variation of the colour differences, followed by Adobe with more
stability. This confirms that the usage of a bigger gamut does not only respects more variety
of hues, but also avoids miscalculations and erroneous handling of the colour information.
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It is also important to observe that the LED and Fluor sets bear the CIEDE2000 mea-
surements of the smallest magnitude, mostly between 0 and 6, with some outliers up to
10 in some cases. ∆E = 3 is the minimum acceptability threshold, when two colours start to
be appreciated as different. Therefore, a CIEDE2000 difference of magnitude up to 6 bears
a minimally perceivable difference. The wide RGB measurements in these sets are free of
exaggerated outliers too. This phenomenon hints to the fact that laboratory illuminations
of this kind—of neutral colour temperature and low luminosity—are suitable for the pur-
pose of minimizing the colour information loss. A low temperature as in the Mixed set
bears higher differences, and a high luminosity as in the Sun set appears to induce more
variability in the quality measurements. In the latter, the high illuminations also implies
that bright surfaces already lie at the edge of saturation. This variability is confirmed by
the exaggerated colour differences perceived in the visual inspection, probably induced by
miscolourings due to saturation.

Regarding the debayering techniques, the Direct debayering tends to induce a bigger
difference than the Discard and the Interpolated strategies—which stay in the same order of
difference. The existence of this phenomenon is favourable to the followed goal of intending
to keep control on how the information is processed. The Direct debayering technique,
whilst quick, undoubtedly denotes a black box: whilst the demoisaicing algorithm is
known, it may incorporate other additional adjustments and transformations, even if some
parameters can be adjusted.

The computational cost of photogrammetric reconstruction depends on the size of the
input images, such that a common strategy to speed up computations is the reduction in
input image size at cost of detail. In such a case, the Discard strategy, in which image size
is reduced because only measured colour values are used, is arguably preferable to first
creating a full-sized image with an interpolation-based approach and then down-sampling
it to the desired size—both in terms of efficiency and original colour preservation.

However, when a more detailed model is needed, the Interpolation debayering can
be employed. Even though if the interpolated pixels are “fabricated”, the appreciable
difference is imperceptible.

The Discard debayering therefore implies the advantage of quick, light calculation
and best results without the need of fabricating new pixels. Only if an extreme amount of
detail is needed in the final models, Interpolation can be used due to its quadruple size
without incurring in excessive aberrant colour fabrication.

Tables 3 and 4 show the mean and standard deviation of the commented CIEDE2000
measurements, taking all patches for each space in all scenarios into account. Here it is also
reflected how wide RGB bears the smallest average difference between source and texture
image for each scenario in the vast majority of cases, with better quality in the Fluor and
LED scenarios. It also shows the least variability of all (between CIEDE2000 2 and 4, which
implies a non-noticeable or barely noticeable colour difference).

The Pearson correlation (as seen in the Supplementary Materials) between the original
patches and the hues of the texture maps is in their vast majority superior to 95%. Some
sparse lesser correlate (around 30% or 70%) or uncorrelated (0% or negative) patches can be
found, especially in the Sun set or sRGB models, where colour differences are bigger and
colour textures are ruptured by mispixelling effects—being a mix between the calibration
assignation and the subsequent smoothing of the photogrammetry). However, wide RGB
models flaunt the biggest amount of extremely positive correlation (>96% for Mixed, >98%
for Fluor and LED and Sun, with sparse outliers in each), meaning a respect of the colour
information integrity.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, an empirical study has been performed in order to deduce the optimum
operational conditions for colour information integrity preservation in cultural heritage
photogrammetry. Since colour is an important characteristic in material cultural heritage
pieces, its preservation during documentation is a crucial aspect. The nature of colour
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information can be affected by external factors, such as illumination or its digitalization.
Therefore, it is especially important to thoroughly know how the operational conditions
and employed operations can affect it in order to adequately proceed.

It is desirable to maintain a degree of control on how the information is handled,
therefore avoiding operational black boxes.

A variety of conditions has been varied, such as scene illumination, raw to RGB
transformation parameters (debayering), or the presentation colour space. A self-made
multidimensional calibration process of state-of-art results [8] has been employed so any
colorimetric bias is removed. Therefore, the image batches used for photogrammetry are
homogenized and can represent faithful colour information. The texture generation stage
is the only step in the process automatically made, where the blending of colours from
multiple input images is not easily traceable, so its effects are finally evaluated.

Wide RGB has proved to be the most effective colour space at avoiding miscolouring in
the final images (by hue saturation at the gamut borders). Additionally, it is also the space
that works the best for removing any colorimetric bias in calibration, maintaining texture,
and revealing the stablest and highest preservation accuracy. When working together with
controlled illumination conditions under LED or fluorescent lamps, which are illuminants
of moderate brightness compared to natural sources and temperatures around the central
section of the spectrum, the highest quality is achieved.

It has also to be ensured that the reference colours in the colour chart surround the
colour values of the captured object in space. Then, the calibration will function properly,
homogenizing the pictures without provoking miscolourings due to value extrapolations,
as seen in the table in the shown Sun and LED sets. The choice of the illumination and chart
to use is important [8] and will require a careful choice depending on the characteristics of
the object.

Another consideration to be taken is the debayering strategy, or the transformation
from raw colour values to RGB, imitating the performance of the acquisition camera
block. Relying on a simple manual process discarding pixels not covered by the Bayer
filter, or performing a simple bilinear interpolation, the integrity of information is further
preserved compared than relying on automated machine processes. Any subsequent visual
enhancement of the raw-to-RGB information is performed within the calibration step,
instead of during the debayering. Therefore, any additional operations that might further
modify the colour are unnecessary.

With the exposed conclusions, guidelines for the optimum handling of colour in-
formation have been established. The reproduction of these steps and conditions in any
cultural heritage digitalization process will assure a minimum loss or fabrication of colour,
after having studied the characteristics of the object.

Future lines of research will ensure the guidelines on how to properly reproduce
and respect other physical characteristics of the pieces, such as 3D details. Furthermore,
an interesting aspect of the presented process is its scalability, and future improvements
in colour reproduction technology are compatible with it. The acquired raw data can be
transformed to any other existing RGB space, including wider spaces that most likely will
be standardized in the future. This will enable updating already made models along time
with newer technologies that can improve its quality and documentation experience.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/heritage6080300/s1.
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